We report the existence and distribution of an unusual type of projection neuron, a large, spindle-shaped cell, in layer Vb of the anterior cingulate cortex of pongids and hominids. These spindle cells were not observed in any other primate species or any other mammalian taxa, and their volume was correlated with brain volume residuals, a measure of encephalization in higher primates. These observations are of particular interest when considering primate neocortical evolution, as they reveal possible adaptive changes and functional modifications over the last 15-20 million years in the anterior cingulate cortex, a region that plays a major role in the regulation of many aspects of autonomic function and of certain cognitive processes. That in humans these unique neurons have been shown previously to be severely affected in the degenerative process of Alzheimer's disease suggests that some of the differential neuronal susceptibility that occurs in the human brain in the course of age-related dementing illnesses may have appeared only recently during primate evolution.
The evolution of the neocortex in primates long has been recognized to be the result of great expansion of cortical areas, with a several-hundredfold increase in cortical volume between prosimians and humans (1, 2) . However, the neuronal types that populate the neocortex, i.e., pyramidal neurons and numerous classes of nonpyramidal neurons, have remained remarkably constant, being morphologically recognizable across primate species and even other orders. An exception is the spindle neuron, found in the anterior cingulate cortex. It has been described in the human (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) and reported in the common chimpanzee (6) . In the human, spindle cells, so called for their distinctive morphology, are found in layer Vb in Brodmann's subareas 24a, 24b, and 24c and are most abundant in the cortex forming the medial wall of the cingulate gyrus (area 24b; ref. 10) . These neurons are characterized by a very elongate, gradually tapering, large-sized soma that is virtually symmetrical about its vertical and horizontal axes as well as a light staining pattern with the Nissl stain (8, 10) . More recently, a study in humans demonstrated that the spindle cells represent a class of projection neurons that is especially vulnerable to degeneration in Alzheimer's disease, with a loss of approximately 60% of these particular neurons (10) . Here we show that this neuronal type is a feature of the anterior cingulate cortex of all great apes, but not of any other primate species.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Specimens. Samples of the anterior cingulate cortex (Brodmann's area 24) were obtained from 28 primate species representing all superfamilies of prosimian and anthropoid primates (Table 1; ref. 11) . Materials from additional neocortical regions were available for comparison from all of the anthropoid species. All specimens were obtained postmortem or from terminally ill adult animals sacrificed for humane reasons and were fixed by immersion in 10% neutral formalin. Specimens of macaque, owl, squirrel, and capuchin monkeys were obtained from animals perfused transcardially with 4% paraformaldehyde in the context of unrelated experiments. The great ape brains were from young and adult individuals (age range, 4-34 years). Human brain specimens were obtained at autopsy from neurologically normal individuals (65-78 years old) and were prepared as described previously (8, 10 Histological Processing and Analysis. All samples were cut into 40-m-thick sections on a cryostat, Nissl-stained, and analyzed by two independent observers (P.R.H., E.A.N.). The criteria for categorizing a neuron as a spindle cell were: an elongate, large soma in layer Vb, lighter staining than surrounding pyramidal neurons, and symmetrical morphology about the cell's horizontal and vertical axes (10) . When present, they were unambiguous. Areal boundaries were based on previous parcellations of the cingulate cortex in macaque monkey and human (8, 12) . Distinctions from layer VI atypical pyramidal cells and small vertical fusiform neurons (10, 13) were made by analyzing the laminar boundaries at low magnification to determine the laminar position of the neurons. Although the nature of many of the specimens did not permit a quantitative analysis based on rigorous stereologic methods, the available tissue was prepared according to a serial sampling paradigm similar to that used in our previous analyses of the human and macaque monkey neocortex (8, 10, 14, 15) . Reflections of the local density of spindle cells in great apes and human were obtained from counting the number of spindle cells in 10 sections 1 mm apart at the level of the genu of the corpus callosum, where they are more frequent than at more posterior levels (10) . In these sections, the number of spindle cells also was expressed as a percentage of the total number of resident neurons in series of 1-mm-wide traverses in layer V. It is therefore unlikely that isolated spindle neurons were overlooked in prosimians, Old and New World monkeys, and lesser apes. Representative maps of spindle cell location were prepared from each sample by using a computer-assisted image-analysis system consisting of a Zeiss Axiophot photomicroscope equipped with a Zeiss MSP65 computer-controlled motorized stage, a Zeiss ZVS-47E video camera, a Macintosh 840AV microcomputer, and NEUROZOOM, a custom-designed software for morphology and stereology (16) . To produce these maps, the coordinates of each labeled element were recorded in each microscopic field, typically a fraction of a cortical layer at a ϫ20 magnification, relative to an origin, and the maps were assembled automatically. The degree of randomness (R) of the laminar distribution of spindle cells was assessed further by relating their mean nearest-neighbor distance to their mean density as described by Morrison et al. (17) . With this method, if R ϭ 1 the distribution is random, if R Ͻ 1 it is clustered, and if R Ͼ 1 it is nonrandom (17) . Stereologic estimates of individual neuronal volumes were performed at ϫ100 by using the rotator protocol in NEUROZOOM software (16, 18) . These neuronal volumes were compared with relative brain volume by calculating the linear regression of estimated brain volume vs. body weight for a dataset including humans, apes, and monkeys. The brain residuals are a measure of encephalization within anthropoid primates (19, 20) . Statistical analysis was done by using a one-way ANOVA and post-hoc t test and tests of correlation.
RESULTS
In the human anterior cingulate cortex, spindle cells occur most often in clusters of three to six neurons (Fig. 1A) , are located exclusively in layer Vb, and are conspicuous because of the otherwise low cellular density of this layer (10) . In the bonobo, the distribution of spindle cells most closely resembled that seen in humans, with clear clusters found throughout layer Vb of area 24 (Fig. 1B ). The common chimpanzee had abundant spindle cells, but they were more likely to be found singly or in groups of two to three neurons (Fig. 1C ). In the gorilla (Fig. 1D ), the overall distribution resembled that in the common chimpanzee, but the spindle cells were considerably less abundant. In the orangutan (Fig. 1E ), spindle cells were evident but observed only occasionally. Spindle cells were notably absent in the gibbon (Fig. 1F) , as well as in New World monkeys (e.g., Callithrix, Aotus, Saimiri, and Cebus), Old World monkeys (e.g., Macaca, Erythrocebus, and Papio), and all of the prosimians ( Fig. 1 G and H; Table 1 ). Nearestneighbor analysis revealed that spindle cells are distributed regularly in layer Vb in orangutan, gorilla, and common chimpanzee with R values of 2.11, 1.74, and 1.28, respectively. Their distribution was markedly clustered in bonobo (R ϭ 0.80) and humans (R ϭ 0.40; Fig. 2 ). Semiquantitative estimates of local numbers of spindle cells revealed 7-10 spindle neurons in the sections from the orangutan specimen, 21.9 Ϯ 5.4 (mean number per section Ϯ SD) in gorillas, 37.1 Ϯ 9.4 in common chimpanzees, 60-75 in the bonobo specimen, and 88.7 Ϯ 14.6 in humans. Spindle cell numbers accounted for 0.6% in orangutan, 2.3% in gorilla, 3.8% in common chimpanzee, 4.8% in bonobo, and 5.6% in humans of the number of pyramidal cells in layer V traverses, further demonstrating their rarity (Figs. 2 and 3 ). These data were obtained from 4-to 34-year-old apes, so brain aging is very unlikely to have played a role in the low numbers of these neurons in these specimens, and normal brain aging is known to induce only a very marginal loss of neurons in human (21) . Qualitative assessments of spindle cell densities and distribution on sections at levels rostral and caudal to the genu of the corpus callosum show a pattern comparable to that previously described in the human anterior cingulate cortex (10), indicating that it represents a valid sampling point for comparison across species (Fig. 3) .
Stereologic volume estimates indicate that spindle cells were, on average, larger than neighboring layer V pyramidal cells and considerably larger than the small fusiform neurons of layer VI (Table 2 ). These volumetric data also demonstrate that spindle cells were larger in chimpanzees and humans than in gorillas and orangutans, whereas the two other cell types had comparable volumes across species (Table 2) . Furthermore, when comparing neuronal volumes with relative brain volumes (19, 20) , we observed that the volume of spindle cells is correlated strongly to encephalization, assessed by calculating brain residuals (r 2 ϭ 0.98, P ϭ 0.001; Fig. 4) , whereas the volumes of layer V pyramidal neurons and layer VI small Taxonomic position of the primate species investigated within their families, superfamilies, and suborders (11) . Spindle cells in layer Vb of anterior cingulate cortex area 24 are observed with certainty only among hominoids, in all extant pongid and hominid species (shown in bold). N, number of available specimens in each species.
fusiform cells are not (r 2 ϭ 0.49, P ϭ 0.196 and r 2 ϭ 0.31, P ϭ 0.33, respectively).
The present series spans all of the primate superfamilies, although it lacks representatives of several families such as large ceboids, colobine monkeys, guenons, and the siamang.
However, given the lack of spindle cells in 23 primate families, as well in all of the other mammals we studied (22) , the parallel emergence of this cell type in another primate seems unlikely. In fact, samples from the anterior cingulate (or anterior medial) cortex and several other neocortical regions of more than 30 other mammalian species, including monotremes, marsupials, insectivores, micro-and megachiropterans, rodents, carnivores, artiodactyls, and cetaceans, were analyzed (22) , and spindle cells were not found in any of them. Spindle cells are also found, albeit in much lower numbers, in the anterior, agranular, and dysgranular portions of the insular cortex of the human, but not the macaque monkey (5, (8) (9) (10) 23) . Unfortunately, samples of insular cortex were not available for the present study from most of the species studied, although from the limited number of samples we did obtain, it appears that some spindle cells also are found in the agranular insula of great apes. Spindle cells were never observed in any other neocortical areas in all of the available primate species.
DISCUSSION
The foregoing suggests the very rare, if not unprecedented, emergence of a unique, morphologic type of projection neuron, made all the more remarkable by its restriction to a very discrete cortical region and a very small but highly significant group of species. From a phylogenetic standpoint, the observation that among humans and great apes, chimpanzees have spindle cell densities comparable to humans-and it is the bonobo whose spindle cell distribution most closely matches Volumetric data (m 3 ) were estimated in a sample of 50 neurons in each layer from each case by using the rotator (18) and are expressed as means Ϯ SD. Note that, in spite of high variability, the volume of spindle cells tends to be generally higher than that of layer V pyramidal cells ‫,ء(‬ P Ͻ 0.05) and small-layer VI fusiform neurons ( †, P Ͻ 0.01), and that spindle cells are larger in Pan and, particularly, in Homo compared with Gorilla and Pongo.
FIG. 3.
Computer-generated maps of the distribution of spindle neurons in the anterior cingulate cortex. All maps show a level situated at the genu of the corpus callosum in the human (A), bonobo (B), common chimpanzee (C), gorilla (D), and orangutan (E). The spindle cells are restricted to layer Vb and show much higher numbers in human and the two chimpanzee species, whereas fewer are seen in gorilla and orangutan. No spindle cells are observed in the white-handed gibbon (F), long-tailed macaque monkey (G), and owl monkey (H). The maps are approximately to scale. The darkly shaded areas in B reflect local damage to the superficial layers of the specimen. The caudate nucleus is shaded darkly in H. CC, corpus callosum; CS, cingulate sulcus.
that of the human-underscores the relatedness of Homo and Pan and offers a neuroanatomical correlate to the grouping of these taxa in the same clade, a contention that is supported by molecular biological and morphological data (24) (25) (26) (27) . Moreover, in view of data indicating that neurons forming defined projections tend to be clustered in the cortex (28) , the more pronounced grouping of spindle cells in Pan and Homo is suggestive of the emergence and progressive anatomical refinement of a highly specific pathway in hominids, which began to emerge in the common ancestor of pongids and hominids and is particularly well developed in Pan and Homo.
The nature of the available material precludes the physiological and connectional studies that could help elucidate the role of spindle cells. However, existing data on the cortical area to which they are restricted might provide clues to their function. It is also worth remarking that the density of spindle cells is markedly reduced precisely in the transition area between anterior and posterior cingulate cortex (a region termed area 24Ј in humans; refs. 8 and 29), which corresponds to the regions that contain the cingulate motor areas in macaque monkeys (30) (31) (32) (33) , suggesting that the distribution of spindle cells does not overlap with regions of the cingulate cortex involved in somatic motor function. In fact, the cingulate motor areas in humans have well defined cyto-and chemoarchitectural patterns (8, 29, 34) and are located caudally and dorsally to the region in which spindle cells are distributed. Although exhaustive samples seldom are available, preventing proper stereologic estimates of the number of these neurons, they constitute a small fraction of the cortical pyramidal neuron population (10) . They could, however, represent a discrete projection, reminiscent of the Meynert neurons of the primary visual cortex (35, 36) or the Betz cells in the primary motor cortex (37), of primates. Alternatively, the emergence of a morphologic type could be merely an incidental consequence of vigorous adaptive changes. Either interpretation, however, would suggest that the anterior cingulate cortex may have been subjected to unusual adaptive pressure over the last 15-20 million years.
The anterior cingulate cortex is regarded as a phylogenetically ancient area (38) . It subserves many functions that may vary across species, although its role in cortical control of autonomic functions, such as heart rate, blood pressure, and digestive functions (39) (40) (41) (42) (43) , appears to be well conserved. Along these lines, area 24 in macaques is interconnected with the amygdala and has been shown to have layer V projections to the hypothalamus and the periaqueductal gray (43) (44) (45) . From this perspective, the spindle cells of the anterior cingulate cortex might represent a population of specialized neurons that could integrate inputs with emotional overtones and project to highly specific motor centers controlling vocalization, facial expression, or autonomic function. In addition, the presence of at least some spindle cells in the anterior portion of the insula supports the notion of their role in autonomic control, because this region also is known to be involved in the regulation of visceral, olfactory, and gustatory functions, as well as complex alimentary behaviors (46) (47) (48) (49) . However, in humans the anterior cingulate cortex also appears to be involved in higher-level processes that are responsible for more than merely sensory input or motor output. Recent functional imaging studies have demonstrated an important role for the dorsal human anterior cingulate cortex in attention, with its degree of activation increasing with task difficulty, and the more ventral portion in the experience of the ''unpleasantness'' of pain and in the recognition of the emotional content of faces (43, 50, 51) . Thus, in humans, at least, the anterior cingulate cortex is involved in complex processes that assist in integration and interpretation of sensory information. In this context, the unique correlation among the resident neurons of layers V and VI of the cellular volume of spindle cells with encephalization in human and great apes lends further support to the possible association of spindle cells with higher cortical functioning.
Interestingly, lesions in the anterior cingulate cortex in human are associated with a form of mutism (43, 52, 53) , and the area to which the spindle cells are restricted is one of the only cortical areas known to elicit meaningful vocalizations (and not merely sounds) in squirrel monkeys when stimulated (54, 55) . It has also been shown to participate in voluntary phonation in macaque monkeys (56) . Thus, this region may be involved in some aspects of communication in primates, and it is possible that the appearance of these modified pyramidal neurons might signal the further anatomic and possibly functional elaboration of this cortical area in the only mammalian lineage known to have evolved speech and its emotional implications. It is also worth noting that the emergence of this unique neuronal type in a neocortical area involved in vocalization in primates coincides with the evolution as a definable anatomic structure of the planum temporale, a region that is important for language comprehension (57, 58) . In view of the language comprehension abilities of great apes (59) , it is therefore possible that several cortical structures involved in the production of specific vocalizations and in communicative skills sustained simultaneous, considerable, adaptive modifications during brain evolution in hominoids.
Finally, taken together with our earlier finding that spindle cells in the human apparently are more vulnerable to neurodegeneration in Alzheimer's disease than other pyramidal neurons, possibly owing to their high content of neurofilament protein (10, 21) , the present study points out some of the possible limitations of making comparisons between humans and more distantly related nonhuman primates and emphasizes the importance of the study of great apes in the context of aging and of age-related diseases affecting the cerebral cortex. Such knowledge might assist in our understanding of the possibly phylogenetic basis of differential neuronal vulnerability (60) and of some of the most devastating neurologic and psychiatric illnesses from which our own species suffers. 
